We study in detail the little-Higgs model proposed by Low, Skiba and Smith with an SU(6)/Sp(6) group structure. The effective theory at the TeV scale is a two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) with additional heavy vector-like fermions and vector-bosons. We identify a set of independent input parameters and develop expressions for masses and couplings in terms of these. We perform a random scan of the parameter space and find points that satisfy constraints, including the recent 8 TeV LHC Higgs measurements, namely, the Higgs mass, Higgs couplings to the top, bottom, τ , W ± and Z, top-quark mass, and collider bounds on colored vector-like fermions (t and b ), and also precision electroweak constraints. The LHC constraints on the hW W and hZZ couplings are satisfied by being close to the "alignment limit". We find how fine-tuned the model is after including these constraints. For the points that satisfy the constraints, we present the 1-loop effective couplings of the CP-even and CP-odd neutral scalars to two gluons including contributions of standard model and heavy vector-like quarks. We also present the branching ratios of the heavy neutral scalars into the γγ, ττ , bb, tt, W W, ZZ, Zh, hh modes, and the heavy charged scalar into tb, τ ν, cs, W h modes. These will aid searches of the heavy scalars at the LHC and other future colliders.
Introduction
The little-Higgs model [1] is an attractive possibility to stabilize the electroweak scale by preventing the Higgs mass from receiving quadratically divergent corrections at the 1-loop level. This is realized by making the Higgs a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) (for reviews of many models with this idea, see Refs. [2, 3] ). A global symmetry (G), containing the standard model (SM) gauge group is imposed on the Lagrangian, which is spontaneously broken to a subgroup H giving rise to Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGB) which are massless at the tree-level and live in the coset G/H. The Higgs boson is one such NGB in the little-Higgs framework. The gauge and Yukawa interactions explicitly break some of these global symmetries, due to which the scalars including the Higgs picks up a mass at the loop-level, making it a pNGB. The breaking is specially arranged so that the mass it picks up is finite at 1-loop.
To implement this mechanism, the scalar multiplet that contains the Higgs fills out a representation of the global symmetry group, which therefore contain additional scalars. For the same reason, new fermion states beyond the SM are also introduced to have enough symmetries to prevent quadratic divergence at 1-loop. The beyond the standard model (BSM) fermions are made heavy by making them vector-like with respect to the SM gauge group. Typically, under the SM SU (2), the extra scalar states are singlets, doublets, or triplets, while the vector-like fermions are singlets or doublets. Depending on the G and H and the way the global symmetries are broken, these extra scalar states could be "light" like the Higgs (with m h f ), or could be heavy with mass around f . Precision electroweak constraints impose non-trivial constraints on little-Higgs models, somewhat fine-tuning the models. Imposing the T -parity has been shown [4] to alleviate this problem.
Well-studied little-Higgs models include the "minimal-moose" [5] and the "littlest-Higgs" [6] . Many of these models contain a two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) structure and it is interesting to ask how these fare given the most recent LHC 8 TeV data. In Ref. [7] we discussed this question in a modelindependent setting, while also including some effective vector-like fermion models. This paper focuses on the little-Higgs model with a 2HDM structure. Some little-Higgs models that contain a 2HDM structure are:
The minimal-moose with T-parity by Cheng and Low (Ref. [8] ): Unlike in the original minimalmoose where SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) was gauged, in this model, to implement T -parity, [SU (2) × U (1)]
2 is gauged, and the diagonal sub-group is identified with the SM gauge-group. The lowenergy effective theory much below the scale f is a 2HDM. In the fermionic sector, this model contains a new SU (2) singlet vector-like Weyl-fermion pair (u , u c ), i.e. one additional singlet Dirac fermion (whose mass is given by λ f ).
The minimal-moose with T-parity by Cheng and Low (Ref. [4] ): This model can be thought of as a UV completion of the above model in Ref. [8] . The SU (3) global symmetry structure in the minimal moose is enlarged to SO(5) in order to include the custodial symmetry group SU (2) c which further keeps the T-parameter under control. Here, an additional site is introduced under which mirror fermions are charged that couple with BSM fermions and makes them massive (i.e. they are vector-like). The gauge structure is identical to the previous model, with the low energy effective theory again being a 2HDM. The vector-like fermions now include doublets and singlets, replicating the structure of the SM, i.e. the new vector-like fermions are Q , L , U c , D c , E c , ν c .
The littlest-Higgs with T-parity by Low (Ref. [9] ): Of the two choices of G presented in this paper, we consider the group SU (5) l × SO(5) r /SO(5) v . The low-energy effective theory is a 2HDM plus a singlet complex scalar. The mass of the extra doublet is controlled by the 1 parameter, the coefficient of the plaquette operator. Variation of the littlest-Higgs by Low, Skiba and Smith (LSS, Ref. [11] ): The global symmetry structure is taken to be SU (6)/Sp(6), in which [SU (2)] 2 is gauged whose diagonal sub-group is identified with the SM SU (2) gauge-group. The U (1) Y is not contained in the SU (6). The low-energy effective theory is a 2HDM. The new fermions are one vector-like quark doublet with Y = 1/6, and two vector-like quark singlets which are one up-type with EM charge +2/3 and one down-type with EM charge −1/3.
As a concrete example of the phenomenology of new scalars and vector-like fermions in little-Higgs models, we focus here on the last model listed above by Low, Skiba and Smith (LSS, Ref. [11] ), whose effective theory at the TeV scale is a 2HDM with heavy vector-like fermions and heavy vector-bosons. Here, we study in detail the scalar sector of the LSS little-Higgs model, after requiring that the lightest CP-even neutral state has the properties of the 125 GeV state observed at the LHC. Since the couplings of this state to SM states measured at the LHC are close to the SM values, it will place non-trivial constraints on the parameter space of the model. Whether the model evades these constraints successfully, and if it does, what features the surviving region of parameter-space has, are the main focus of this work. This can be relevant to inform future searches at the LHC of the LSS model, and also similar little-Higgs models with a 2HDM structure.
We list next a few other studies related to our work. A comprehensive discussion on the theory and phenomenology of general 2HDMs is in Ref. [12] and references therein. Constraints on 2HDMs after the LHC Higgs discovery are discussed in Refs. [13] . A model which naturally realizes the 2HDM "alignment limit" is studied in Ref. [14] . Fine-tuning in the little-Higgs context is discussed in Refs. [15] . Some other studies investigating the compatibility of the little-Higgs with the properties of the 125 GeV state observed at the LHC are in Refs. [16] .
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we study an effective 2HDM Lagrangian of the type generated in the LSS model. In Sec. 3 we give in detail all theoretical details of the LSS model relevant to our work. We study the phenomenology of this model in detail in Sec. 4, including 8 TeV LHC constraints, precision electroweak constraints, and present the effective couplings of neutral scalars to two gluons, and various branching-ratios of the scalars to SM final-states. We offer our conclusions in Sec. 5. The 1-loop expressions for the neutral scalar (both CP-even and CP-odd) coupling to two gluons or two photons due to SM or BSM fermions are given in App. A. We list some sample points that satisfy the constraints we have considered in App. B. in agreement with Ref. [11] . We identify the lighter CP-even scalar state (h) to be the 125 GeV state that has been observed at the LHC.
The CP-even scalar couplings to W + W − is given by
Similarly, the hZZ coupling is proportional to sin (β − α), and HZZ coupling to cos (β − α). The hhW + W − is exactly SM like. We denote c θ ≡ cos θ and s θ ≡ sin θ. The hAZ coupling is given by
The W ± H ± h couplings are given by
The Hhh coupling can be obtained from Eq. (1) as
Finally the HH + H − coupling can be obtained from Eq. (1) as
The 2 and λ 5 . The constraints on these are m h = 125 GeV and v ≈ 246 GeV. This leaves two parameters free, which we trade for m A and tan β. In Fig. 1 , we show contours of λ 5 , cos(β −α) and m H ± in the m A -tan β plane. The unshaded (white) region in Fig. 1 is unphysical as λ 5 develops an imaginary part. The hW W and hZZ couplings are constrained by the LHC data to be SM-like to a few tens of percent, which implies s β−α ≈ 1 from Eq. (8) . We discuss this in full detail in Sec. 4 in the context of the LSS model. We discuss next the LSS model details, and give expressions for the 2HDM effective parameters in terms of the LSS model parameters.
The Low-Skiba-Smith (LSS) model
The LSS model is introduced and discussed in detail in Ref. [11] , and we do not repeat all the details here, but rather concentrate on aspects important for our focus here. We require the BSM vector bosons to be somewhat heavier in order to avoid precision electroweak constraints. The effective theory at the TeV scale is then a 2HDM with vector-like fermions and somewhat heavier vector bosons. Our main focus will be on the phenomenology of the scalars including the effect of vector-like fermions on them. In this section we give all relevant details necessary to our work. In some places our notation differs from that in Ref. [11] .
The global symmetry structure in the LSS model is SU (6)/Sp(6). The pNGBs π a are contained in the Σ as
where the SU (6) is broken down to Sp(6) by an antisymmetric condensate
and the X a are the broken generators. f sets the scale of the theory, and we take it as an input to the effective theory. (f could be dynamically generated by the UV completion which we will not specify here.) The 2HDM fields are contained in the pNGB π a that remain light after turning on the gauge and Yukawa couplings. We have [11] 
where we show the (light) pNGB two Higgs-doublets φ 1 and φ 2 , and also the (heavy) singlet s. Integratingout the heavy s generates quartic couplings of the φ 1 and φ 2 . Collective symmetry breaking is ensured in the gauge sector by gauging SU (2) 1 ⊗ SU (2) 2 with gauge couplings g 1 and g 2 . The SU (2) generators are taken as Q a 1 (Q a 2 ) with the Pauli matrices σ a in the uppermost (lowermost) 2 × 2 block and zeros elsewhere; its diagonal subgroup is identified with the SM SU (2) gauge-group with gauge coupling g. Hypercharge (U (1) Y ) is not contained in the SU (6). Denoting the hypercharge transformation as
. This results in the hypercharge assignments Y φ1 = +1/2 and Y φ2 = −1/2. Σ breaks U (1) 1 ⊗ U (1) 2 with gauge couplings g 1 and g 2 down to the diagonal, which is identified with the SM U (1) Y . The light SU(2) and U(1) gauge bosons (massless before EWSB) are identified with the SM W µ and B µ respectively, and we denote the corresponding heavy gauge bosons as W µ and B µ . We have
In the fermion sector also, collective symmetry breaking is ensured by a special structure of the Yukawa couplings [11] 
In this model, in addition to the 3 rd generation SM Weyl-fermions Q, t c , new vector-like Weyl-fermion pairs are introduced. The new fermions are one vector-like quark doublet Weyl-fermion pair Q , Q c with Y = 1/6 and EM charge 2/3, one vector-like up-type quark singlet ψ 1 , ψ c 1 with EM charge ±2/3, and one vector-like down-type quark singlet ψ 2 , ψ c 2 with EM charge ∓1/3. We expand the SU(2) structure as
Expanding the Yukawa couplings and including vector-like fermion masses, we get
where again, the "·" represents the anti-symmetric combination of the SU(2) indices.
As shown in Ref. [11] , the gauge and Yukawa coupling structure above breaks the global SU(6) explicitly, allowing the Higgs to acquire a mass at the loop-level. But most importantly for the littleHiggs, the breaking is collective, in that if either gauge coupling or if either Yukawa coupling is set to zero, there is an exactly preserved global symmetry keeping the Higgs massless. Therefore, the loop generated Higgs mass must be proportional to a product of both the gauge couplings, and similarly both the Yukawa couplings, which implies that the Higgs mass is finite at 1-loop.
For generating the bottom mass, we introduce an SU(2) singlet field b c and write a Yukawa coupling as
The s-quark mass is generated in an identical fashion, with the replacement y b → y s . To generate the c-quark mass we introduce an SU(2) doublet field Q 2 = (c, s) T and an SU(2) singlet field c c and add the following Yukawa term
Similarly, for the τ -lepton we have
where L is the SU (2) doublet lepton with Y = −1/2 and τ c is the SU (2) singlet lepton with Y = 1. We generate masses for the other light SM fermions in an analogous way. This structure of L b,c,s,τ Y uk and the other light fermions does not implement the little-Higgs mechanism. We do not worry about this in the bottom sector and the other light fermions as we find that the phenomenologically acceptable parameterspace has tan β ∼ O(1) for which the Yukawa couplings for these fermions are all small enough that the fine-tuning they necessitate are not significant.
The Higgs potential generated at 1-loop in the LSS model is that of Eq. (1) [11] . We turn next to analyzing the model in detail in terms of the input Lagrangian parameters. In particular, the m 
where Λ is the cut-off which is taken to be 4πf . M f is the heavy vector-like fermion mass-scale. The heavy gauge-boson masses are
, where c and c are O(1) parameters that depend on the UV completion details as explained in Ref. [11] .
From Eq. (16), we can infer the fermion mass matrix after EWSB. The EM charge +2/3 and −1/3 fermion mass matrices are
To work out the couplings of the scalars to up-type fermions in the mass basis, we diagonalize Eq. (23) . We implement a two-step diagonalization, where first the f -dependent terms are diagonalized, and then the v 1,2 dependent EWSB pieces. The rotations that diagonalize the f dependent terms are
, and s 14 ≡ sin θ 14 = y 1 /( y 2 1 + y 2 4 ). After these rotations the mass matrices become
and the elements of the mass matrix are given by
To make the mass matrix entries of Eq. (25) real and positive, we perform the following field redefinitions: (25)). For brevity of notation, in the following, we drop the tilde on the fields and denote the fieldsχ i simply as χ i . The next step is to diagonalize M t . We achieve this through a bi-orthogonal transformation given by R L and R R as (
i are the mass eigenstate fields. We do this diagonalization of the v 1,2 dependent pieces numerically. We identify (t 0 ,t c 0 ) as the observed top-quark. In the bottom sector, we do not diagonalize the v i proportional off-diagonal terms as they are numerically insignificant due to the small y b , and we identify (b 0 , b c ) as the observed bottom quark. We denote the mass eigenvalues as m t , M t2 , M t3 in the top sector, and m b , M b2 , M b3 in the bottom sector.
We turn next to extracting the top-quark Yukawa coupling y htt . In the original basis, the htt Yukawa coupling is
We rewrite this in the basis where the f -terms are diagonal. 3 After the field redefinitions above to render the fermion mass matrix real, the h Yukawa couplings in the fermion basis after the f -terms are 3 In our convention, we define the top-quark Yukawa coupling y htt as L htt = (h/ √ 2)y httt0t c 0 + h.c.. We define this with a positive sign here since our field redefinitions made the fermion mass terms positive. 
Including the bi-orthogonal rotations that take us to the mass-basis, the y htt in the model is given as
, where (R) ij with i, j = {0, 1, 2}, is the (i + 1, j + 1) entry of the rotation matrix R. We define κ htt ≡ y htt /y SM htt
After diagonalizing the f terms, in the basis of Eq. (24) and after the field redefinitions shown below Eq. (26), we have
For notational brevity, henceforth, we denotet 0 simply as t, and the heavier EM charge 2/3 fermions as t 2 and t 3 . The b-quark mass term and coupling to scalars can be derived from Eq. (18) as 
The rotations R L , R R that diagonalize the v 1,2 proportional off-diagonal terms are then applied on these, which we do not explicitly show. The H ± cs and H ± τ ν couplings can be obtained as
Phenomenological Analysis of the LSS Model
To recapitulate, the LSS model has 12 Lagrangian parameters, f, g 1 , g 2 , g 1 , g 2 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y 5 , c, c . We impose the constraints in Eq. (14) and take g 1 and g 1 as independent and g 2 and g 2 as determined by these. This reduces the number of independent parameters to 10. Furthermore, we fix v = 246 GeV and [20] , [21] determine f in terms of this and other parameters using Eqs. (3) and (22) . At this stage we are then left with 9 input parameters, namely, g 1 , g 1 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y 5 , c, c . Since the relations between the input parameters and the observables are complicated and not easily invertible analytically, we scan over these 9 parameters and ask which regions, if any, satisfy experimental constraints. We give more details on the scan and the results below. We list the relevant experimental constraints in Table 1 , which are roughly in the 2 to 3 σ range. The references for the measurements are also shown. We match the top mass in the LSS model to the M S mass shown in the table. Higgs couplings measured at the LHC so far largely agree with the SM, at least to about a few tens of percent. As already mentioned, since we identify the scalar state observed at the LHC to be the lighter CP-even state h, the magnitude of the hV V coupling (with V = {W ± µ , Z µ }) is constrained to be close to the SM coupling at the few tens of percent level. From Eq. (8), we see that to satisfy this constraint, it is sufficient that |sin(β − α)|≈ 1. This will be realized in the so called "decoupling limit" [22] , or more generally in the "alignment limit" [23] . For the alignment limit to hold, we need (α − β) ≈ ±π/2. Although it is common to allow only the positive sign of the hV V coupling (i.e. same sign as in the SM), the data so far does not fix the sign. The h → W W, ZZ decays are dominated by the tree-level amplitude and is thus largely insensitive to the sign of the hV V coupling. However, h → γγ occurs at loop-level and is indeed sensitive to the sign due to interference between the gauge-boson and top-loops, but only to the relative sign between the hV V and htt couplings. Thus, both possibilities remain, i.e. hV V and htt both positive, or alternately both negative. Therefore we allow both these possibilities in realizing the alignment limit; when hV V is negative, we also demand that htt be negative. The hV V coupling constraint we pick and show in Table 1 is for the case when no new contributions enter into the hgg loop; although not strictly true in the model due to the presence of vector-like fermions, this will be a good approximation for heavy vector-like quark masses, and our main reason for picking this is that it will lead to a more conservative bound. The sizes of deviations of the h couplings to SM states due to vector-like fermion contributions at 1-loop are discussed in Ref. [24] . We impose the direct LHC limit M t ,b > 750 GeV on the vector-like quarks (VLQ) as shown.
Our goal is to scan the 9-dimensional parameter space detailed above in order to find regions where the experimental constraints are all satisfied, and in these regions study the scalar, fermion and vectorboson sectors of the LSS model. To systematically sample the 9-dimensional parameters space with the required granularity and identify the experimentally allowed points is computationally too demanding. Therefore we randomly sample the parameter space, and for each sample implement a steepest descent algorithm to minimize the χ 2 cost-function given by
where we choosem h = 125 GeV,m t = 163.3 GeV,κ htt = 1,ĉ β−α = 0, and the corresponding standarddeviations to be σ m h = 3 GeV, σ mt = 5.4 GeV, σ htt = 0.25, σ c β−α = 0.2. We start the scan with a random point in the 9-dimensional space and compute the χ 2 and its partial derivative with respect to each of the 9 parameters. Using the partial derivatives, the normal vector to the χ 2 function at this point is computed and an infinitesimal step in a direction opposite to the normal is taken to get the updated point with a lower χ 2 . This point is then made the new starting point and the above process iterated till the (local) minimum of the χ 2 is reached. If this local minimum happens to have a χ 2 < 10, we keep this as a good point; if not, we discard this point and start with another random point. In this manner, we accumulate a list of points in the 9-dimensional space with χ 2 < 10. We further cut down this sample to only keep points which satisfy the following additional criteria: the experimental constraints of Table 1 (with |κ htt | in the range shown), κ htt and s β−α are the same sign, all vector-like quarks (t and b ) masses above 750 GeV, and M W > 1000 GeV. 4 We study the points that satisfy all these criteria and show the character of these points as blue dots in Figs. 2, 3, 4 , 5.
Precision electroweak constraints on this model have been analyzed for example in Refs. [25, 26, 27] . To get some idea of the constraints that it may be imposing, we consider here the "near-oblique" limit discussed in Ref. [25] , for which we impose the following additional requirement:
2 )/(g 2 2 − g 2 ) (from Eq. (3.7) of Ref. [25] ). We do not impose any constraints coming from B as this is more model-dependent as already pointed out. The points that satisfy these constraints (in addition to all the constraints above that the blue points satisfy) are shown in Figs. 2, 3 , 4, 5 as green dots. The LSS Lagrangian parameters and the resulting masses, couplings, and other quantities for 9 sample points among the green-dots that satisfy direct and precision electroweak constraints are listed in App. B.
In Fig. 2 we show some 2HDM aspects. In the LSS model, for the points that satisfy the constraints, tan β is typically small, lying in the range (0.3, 5.4). The heavy scalar masses m A , m H and m H ± become more and more degenerate as the m A scale increases. This can be understood from Eq. (7), which gives m In Fig. 3 , we show the heavy vector-boson and vector-like fermion sectors. As the blue dots show, M t2 can be as light as around 750 GeV which has good discovery prospects at the LHC. As shown by the green dots, imposing precision electroweak constraints raises the mass scale of the BSM states as expected. See App. B for some sample green-dot points. Nevertheless, M b = 948 GeV, satisfies precision electroweak constraints, and LHC discovery is still possible. We will demonstrate later that these vector-like fermions can induce significant ggφ effective couplings at the 1-loop level. See Ref. [7] for a more general analysis of this aspect. The U(1) heavy vector-boson B could be significantly lighter than the heavy SU(2) vector-boson W , although its mass is quite model dependent as we have already commented. A detailed discussion of the LHC signatures of the vector-like fermions and heavy vectorbosons in little-Higgs models are found for example in Refs. [3, 28] . The LHC signatures of the t 2 , t 3 , b will have many similarities with those studied for example in Refs. [29, 30] , and the heavy vector bosons with the studies for example in Ref. [31] .
In Fig. 4 we show κ htt and s β−α , with the former defined below Eq. (28) as the ratio of the htt coupling to its SM value, and the latter is the ratio of the hV V couplings to the corresponding SM values as in Eq. (8), with V V = {W + W − , ZZ}. We see that the alignment limit discussed in the beginning of this section is satisfied very well. Curiously, for all points that satisfy the constraints, both hf f and hV V are negative, i.e. opposite in sign to the SM. As already explained, the LHC observables measured thus far are largely sensitive only to the relative sign of hf f and hV V and therefore will allow flipping both signs. It will be important to find observables that are sensitive to flipping both hf f and hV V signs; this will be the subject of future work.
For the points that satisfy experimental constraints, we determine the amount of fine-tuning in the model. One measure of fine-tuning is how sensitivev ≡ v/f is to the input model parameters. Various measures of fine-tuning f T are possible, one of which is
where α i are the 9 input parameters discussed above. Thev dependence on the input parameters can be obtained via Eq. (3) using Eqs. (22) and (2). In Fig. 5 we show the fine-tuning measure f T defined in Eq. (36) as a function of f . We find that all points that satisfy the constraints are fine-tuned at a level worse than about 2 %, and those that satisfy precision constraints worse than about 0.3 %. This is a surprisingly bad fine-tuning which we naively do not expect since v 2 /f 2 ∼ 1/(16π 2 ) due to it being /f 2 , with the right-hand-side being generated at 1-loop as seen explicitly in Eq. (22). The reason it turns out to be so badly fine-tuned is because we find that for the points that satisfy the phenomenological constraints, the y i and g 2 are large, overcoming the 1/(16π 2 ) suppression inb 2 and m We explore next the detection prospects of the new neutral scalar states A and H at the LHC. To aid in this, in Fig. 6 , we present the φgg effective couplings, with φ = {A, H}, in the notation defined in Ref. [7] . The 1-loop expressions for κ φgg and κ φγγ are given in App. A. In Fig. 7 (left) we present |κ Agg | with the top-quark (i.e. t) and VLQ (i.e. t 2 , t 3 and b 2 , b 3 ) contributions separated. The top-quark contribution only is denoted by κ t Agg , and VLQ contributions only denoted by κ V LQ Agg . We separate these in this manner only for illustration purposes and the full amplitude is a coherent sum of these. We do not show the bottom-quark contribution since it is negligible due to tan β being not too large. We see that for some points the VLQ contributions can dominate over the top contribution. To support this further we show in Fig. 7 (right) the couplings y Att versus y At2t2 in which we see that for some points the latter can be much larger compared to the former. These show that the vector-like fermion contributions to Agg can be very important.
We turn next to a discussion of the total width (Γ) and branching ratios (BR) of the scalars into SM final states. Analytical expressions of all the relevant partial decay widths are given for example in Ref. [33] . The BR(h → XX) are all close to the SM case in the alignment limit and therefore satisfy the LHC constraints. The hbb coupling and BR could in principle be shifted, but for this coupling also to Figure 8 : Γ A (left), Γ H (middle), Γ H ± (right) for the allowed points of the parameter space. The color-coding of the dots is as in Fig. 2. be SM-like in the alignment limit, it is sufficient for one of {y (1) b , y (2) b } to be zero, since in this case, the ratio of the hbb coupling to the SM coupling is either sin α/cos β or its reciprocal (see Eq. (32)), which are ≈ ±1 in the alignment limit (β − α) = ±π/2 as discussed earlier. In our analysis we assume that only y (2) b is nonzero. If both are nonzero, there will be a non-trivial constraint on the parameter-space coming from BR(h → bb), which we do not explore in this work. Similar statements apply to the other (lighter) fermions (τ, c). Thus, in this work, we explore the case when y b,τ,c nonzero.
In Fig. 8 we show Γ A,H,H ± , the total widths of the heavy scalars, where Γ A is a sum over the partialwidths to tt, bb, cc, τ τ, Zh decay modes, Γ H is over tt, bb, cc, τ τ, W W, ZZ, hh decay modes, and Γ H ± is over tb, cs, τ ν, W h decay modes. Although generically AV V is zero at tree-level while HV V is not, Γ A and Γ H end up being almost identical. This is because most of the allowed points satisfy the alignment limit to a very good degree, suppressing the tree-level HV V couplings, and at the same time the H and A couplings to the SM fermions become identical in this limit.
In Fig. 9 we show BR (A → γγ, τ τ, bb, tt, Zh) for the allowed points of the parameter space. BR (A → Zh) is very small in most part of the parameter space because AZh coupling is proportional to c β−α which goes to zero in the alignment limit. There are few points where the alignment limit is not perfect and at the same time y Att is small; BR(A → Zh) becomes significant for these points. We do not show explicitly the corresponding BR for the H as they are quite similar to the BR(A → XX). One important difference between the A and H is that at tree-level, the AV V (with V = W, Z) couplings are zero and are only generated by SM and BSM fermions at the loop level, while the HV V couplings could be nonzero at tree-level. However, in the alignment limit we consider the HV V couplings are zero. Thus in the alignment limit the A and H have very similar phenomenology. One difference is in BR(H → γγ), for which H ± loops also contribute. However this contribution is small (see Ref. [34] ) and does not change the results qualitatively. The largest value of BR(H → γγ) is about 4.8 × 10 −6 . Away from the alignment limit H can also decay to W W, ZZ, hh at tree-level, while BR(H → Zh) is identically zero. In Fig. 10 we plot BR(H → ZZ, W W, hh), and we see that these BRs can become sizable when either of the following two things happen: (i) the alignment limit is not perfect making the HZZ and HW W significant, or, (ii) the Htt coupling given below Eq. (28) becomes accidentally small, in turn making BR(H → tt) small. To illustrate these effects, the correlation of BR(H → ZZ) and BR(H → hh) with BR(H → tt) and the correlation of BR(H → ZZ) with |c β−α | is shown in Fig. 10 Having determined κ φgg , we can use Figs. 1, 2, 3 in Ref. [7] to know whether the point is allowed by the 8 TeV LHC run, and what the A, H signal c.s. is at the 14 TeV LHC. For all the points in the LSS model that we found to satisfy the constraints, BR(φ → γγ) is too small to be interesting, BR τ τ ∼ 10 −2 makes this mode very challenging, and the BR bb although reasonable, has a large QCD background. This leaves the tt mode as a good possibility. For example, for the m A,H ≈ 900 GeV green dot in Fig. 6 , κ Agg, Hgg ≈ 2.5, and from Ref. [7] , we find that the LHC 8 TeV constraints does indeed allow this point, σ(gg → φ) ≈ 20 fb at the 14 TeV LHC, and since BR tt is sizable, the tt mode is the most promising one. A detailed analysis of the LHC signatures including backgrounds for some of the promising points in parameter space that we have identified here will be the subject of a future study.
In Fig 11 we show BR(H + → tb, τ + ν τ , cs, W + h), assuming that only the y (2) 's are nonzero. [36] does not put any further constraints on the parameter space of the LSS model. The H ± → tb decay channel at CMS and ATLAS is discussed in Refs. [37] , but there are no results yet for m H ± > 600 GeV. In the future, this can be a very promising channel of the H ± . A detailed analysis of the LHC signatures of the H ± are studied, for instance, in Ref. [38] which studies it in the context of a CP-violating Type-II 2HDM, and in Refs. [39] which study its production and decay in a Type III 2HDM after including the B → X s γ and perturbativity constraints.
Depending on the flavor structure of the Yukawa couplings of the other (lighter) fermions, flavorchanging-neutral currents (FCNC) can place important constraints on the model. From Eq. (16) it is clear that the top-quark couples to both φ 1 and φ 2 , which implies a Type III 2HDM flavor structure, and we expect FCNCs involving the 3rd generation in particular to be the non-trivial ones. As we mentioned earlier, having y b,τ,c = 0 will place non-trivial constraints from the h → bb, τ τ measurement at the LHC, and to avoid this, we considered the case when y b,τ,c = 0. If this pattern is adopted for the other light fermions as well, we are in the framework of a Type I 2HDM for the light fermion sector, with only the top breaking the Type I structure. Similarly, we will be in the Type I framework for the light fermions if y b,τ,c = 0. Alternately, one could explore the case when only the y (1) = 0 for the up-type light fermions, and only y (2) = 0 for the down type (and the top couples to both φ 1 and φ 2 ), which also satisfies h → bb, τ τ LHC constraints. In this case the light fermion sector will be analogous to a Type II 2HDM, with again only the top breaking the Type II structure. An analysis of these flavor issues is beyond the scope of this work. For a recent analysis of FCNCs in the Type III 2HDM (although at large tan β) see for example Ref. [40] and references therein.
There is very strong evidence for dark matter in astrophysical and cosmological observations. To have the possibility of dark matter, one can extend the model studied here to implement a discrete symmetry that results in a stable particle that can be identified as dark matter. For instance, extending the SU (6)/Sp(6) model to make it invariant under T -parity provides a stable dark matter candidate, while also softening constraints from precision electroweak observables, as has been studied in detail in Ref. [41] . Some other extensions of little Higgs models that include dark matter are studied for example in Refs. [42] - [58] .
Conclusions
Little-Higgs theories improve naturalness of the Higgs sector by removing the 1-loop quadratic divergence present in the Higgs sector of the standard model. One example of a little-Higgs model is the SU (6)/Sp(6) Low-Skiba-Smith (LSS) model, which we study in detail in this work. Like in all little-Higgs models, new vector-like fermions (t 2 , t 3 , b 2 , b 3 ) and heavy vector-boson states (W , B ) are present at around the TeV scale. In addition, in the LSS model, the scalar sector is a 2-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM), which includes in the physical spectrum, two CP-even scalars (h, H), a CP-odd scalar (A) and a charged scalar (H ± ). We identify the lighter CP-even scalar h as the 125 GeV state observed at the LHC. Its couplings to other SM states can be shifted, and therefore the 8 TeV LHC measurements place nontrivial constraints on the parameter space. We show in this paper that such constraints can be satisfied, and we present various properties of the heavy scalars that can be useful for searches at the 14 TeV LHC and future colliders.
We begin with an effective 2HDM Lagrangian of the specific kind generated in the LSS model and identify the physical region of masses and couplings in the m A -tan β plane. We then develop the relations of these 2HDM effective parameters in terms of the LSS Lagrangian parameters. We perform a random scan of the LSS parameter space to identify points that satisfy direct collider constraints and precision electroweak constraints. To adequately sample the 10-dimensional parameter space, we randomly sample the parameter space, and for each starting point, use a steepest descent algorithm to minimize a χ 2 function given by the constraints. The direct 8 TeV LHC constraints we take into account are listed in Table 1 , and include the Higgs mass, Higgs couplings to the top, bottom, τ , W ± and Z, top-quark mass, and LHC bounds on colored vector-like fermions (t and b ). We present the Yukawa couplings that generate the t, b, c, s-quark and τ -lepton masses since they decide the BR of the heavy scalars, but do not specify the full flavor structure of the LSS model and do not work out the FCNC constraints that ensue. We refer the reader to other works that have appeared recently investigating FCNCs in the 2HDM context.
For the points that satisfy the constraints, we present various aspects of the scalars, namely, their masses, the deviations in the hV V couplings, with V V = {W + W − , ZZ}, and how well the "alignment limit" (or decoupling limit) is satisfied, the deviations in the htt coupling, the fine-tuning required in the model, the 1-loop generated κ Agg , κ Hgg couplings including SM and vector-like fermion contributions, BR(A → γγ, τ τ, bb, tt), BR(H → W W, ZZ, hh) and BR(H ± → tb, τ ν, cs, W h). We can use these κ Agg,Hgg in conjunction with the results of Ref. [7] to ascertain whether these A, H points are allowed by the 8 TeV LHC run, and obtain the A, H production cross-section at the 14 TeV LHC. We find all points that satisfy these constraints to be fine-tuned worse that about 2 %, and those that satisfy precision electroweak constraints in addition, to be worse than 0.3 %. tan β is roughly in the range (0.3, 5.4). The alignment limit is found to hold to a very high degree in that the magnitude of the hV V coupling is SM-like. Interestingly however, the hV V coupling and htt couplings are both flipped in sign compared to the SM, and since the LHC data is largely sensitive only to the relative sign, it allows this. It will be important to find observables that are sensitive to the absolute sign of these couplings.
fermion species with mass m f and Yukawa couplings y φf f , and with the electric charge of the fermion (f ) denoted by Q f , the general expressions for κ φgg and κ φγγ are given as κ φγγ = 2e , with g(x, y) = (1 − 4xy) for the CP-even scalars (h, H) and 1 for the CP-odd scalar (A) and M is a mass scale which we set to 1 TeV for numerical results. We have used these expressions for the LSS model discussed in the text.
B Sample points
Here we present some sample points that satisfy direct collider and precision electroweak constraints discussed in Sec. 4. Of the 70 points that went into the plots of Sec. 4 as green-dots, we present 9 points here. 
